August 19, 2021

Mr. Brian Wagner  
President  
National Association of Postal Supervisors  
1727 King Street, Suite 400  
Alexandria, VA 22314-2753

Dear Brian:

As a matter of general interest, the Postal Service intends to test the use of a manual stacker/un-stacker forklift in delivery units ahead of the peak mailing season.

The purpose of the subject test is to determine the practicability of utilizing forklifts to reduce transit by stacking and unloading containers. In addition, the test will determine if forklifts can safely assist in the movement of mail to delivery units during peak season. Bargaining unit employees will be provided onsite training prior to the use of the equipment.

The test is scheduled to begin August 23, in Woodbridge, Virginia for a duration of two weeks. Enclosed is an image of the manual stacker/un-stacker forklift.

Please contact April Cutcherer at 240-321-4768 if there are any questions.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Shannon R. Richardson  
Director  
Contract Administration (APWU)

Enclosure
Manual Stacker/Un-Stacker Forklift